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摘  要 






















































In this dissertation, reduced-order H∞ controller and filter design methods are 
investigated. The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows. 
Firstly, we consider reduced-order H∞ filtering design for continuous descriptor 
systems. The purpose is to design linear filters with a specified order lower than the 
given system such that the filtering error dynamic system is admissible and satisfies a 
prescribed H∞ performance level. One major contribution of the present work is that a 
new upper bound of order reduction is proposed in continuous-time context. An 
algorithm for constructing the reduced-order H∞ filtering is given. It is known that the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of this problem are 
characterized in terms of matrix inequalities and a coupling non-convex rank 
constraint. The algorithm to deal with the non-convex optimal problem is constructive, 
which leads to a computational method to solve the matrix inequalities. An illustrative 
example is given to show the efficiency of our approach. 
Secondly, we consider reduced-order controllers for a class of mixed H2/H∞ 
control problem. There is a new controller degree bound for the H∞ control problem in 
terms of the minimal rank of the system matrix pencils of these two transfer function 
matrices in the unstable region. When the unstable invariant zero exists, this paper 
shows the following important result: If the mixed H2/H∞ problem is solvable, then 
there must exist reduced-order controllers with orders less than that of generalized 
plant. Moreover, we can also give new feasible LMI-based design methods for 
constructing the reduced-order controller because of the constructive proof, which 
only involve algorithms and convex optimizatin of LMI. The result developed in this 
paper are valid both for the continuous- and discrete-time mixed H2/H∞ control 
problems. 
Finally, robust reduced-order Luenberger observer-based H∞ controller design for 
descriptor systems is investigate. This observer is with disturbance decoupling. Firstly, 















descriptor systems is established. Then get the H∞ state-feedback gain matrixs by 
solving LMIs. This paper observe the H∞ state-feedback gains gradually. Based on the 
parametric design approach for generalized Sylvester matrix equations, the 
reduced-order H∞ controller design for descriptor systems is realized. One major 
contribution of the present work is that a design algorithm for constructing the 
reduced-order H∞ controller is given. An illustrative example is given to show the 
efficiency of our approach. 
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ARE      代数 Riccati 方程 
ARI       代数 Riccati 不等式 
diag       对角矩阵 
LMI       线性矩阵不等式 
LQG       线性二次高斯 
nI          nn× 的单位矩阵 
I          合适维数的单位矩阵 
TA         A 的转置 
1−A         A 的逆 
+A        A 的 Moore-Penrose 逆 
rank A       A 的秩 
A          A 的范数 
AKer        A 的核空间 
Im A         A 的值域空间 
BA >        BA− 为正定矩阵 
BA <        BA − 为负定矩阵 
BA ≥       BA − 为半正定矩阵 
BA ≤       BA − 为半负定矩阵 
{A: P}     具有性质P的集合 
:=            定义为 
Sym( , , )E X F    代表 ( )TEXF EXF+  
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BuAxx 1 (离散情形) 
⊥A     TTKerA )( 即满足如下条
件 的 矩 阵 ： AKerA Im=⊥ ，
0>⊥⊥ TAA  
∞








),min( ba    a, b 的 小值 
),max( ba    a, b 的 大值 
R          实数域 
+R         正实数域 
C          复数域 
−C         实部小于 0 的复数域 
R n m×      实元素 mn× 线性空间 
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